
NOTE:  
 Abstracts:  For short-form, abstract descriptions of the PWP program and supporting research, see the adjacent 
“Abstract & Precis” button.
 For a longer but comprehensive overview of the PWP program and its research supports and rationales, see the 
formal presentation, also on the “Abstract & Precis” button. The precis doubles as a roadmap to the entire PWP segment.
 For support materials for local discussions, public relations releases, and fundraising appeals, see more than two 
dozen faxes, below, in this file. These faxes have actually been used to target specific (named) user groups for related 
purposes. Faxes can be adjusted to reflect your local needs.
 Please do not change facts or specific wording on the brochure or posters, if used.

It’s unlikely that you or any other individual can alone establish a community or corporate education program. It’s unfair that you  might need to 
speak about esoteric PWP items (that you might not yet feel comfortable about) when reassuring others. For absolute credibility, see the E. Paule-
su, et al, research article in Science Journal, March 16, 2001. It’s scientific and dense. The Helmuth companion article in Science Journal and the 
Psychiatry Watch summary are easier for laymen to comprehend. See the “Support and Validation” button; then the “Science/Psychiatry” button.

You can download a directly-usable, two-side, three-panel flier from this web location and reprint it easily on your photocopy machine. The bro-
chure and text of the two-sided (landscaped) flier follows this note. Posters seeking learners and students then follow. Next, actual faxes follow 
and can be personalized for local use.

Just in case you haven’t already guessed, the sheet with the large-size print is the outside cover panel, Place the large print on the right-hand side 
of the landscape sheet, as you read the “What Is It?”.column on the left. What-Is-It provides a thumbnail presentation of the book/course. The 
second sheet is obviously the inner portion. Print out, back-to-back.

Registry is easiest if you print both sides while using the straight column-edges (not the title panel) as the top measuring guides. Then make two 
vertical creases that will create panels of essentially-equal thirds, and you’re ready to take on any committee or funding-proposal group. We be-
lieve that all of the needed answers to Frequently-Asked-Questions (FAQs) are contained in the flier.

Following the folder text, as stated,  are two small posters (seeking volunteer tutors or students) that can be used as your own original or draft. 
That pair is followed by a number of the author’s actual faxes to the addressed groups and organizations. Again, the faxes can serve as your actual 
text (with your organizational name added/substituted) or as drafts supporting your own version. When you adjust to local needs, please do not 
change facts! Most directly challenging to the educational establishment is the fax that’s addressed to Chambers of Commerce—Chambers are 
most at risk on a practical basis for accidents caused by language-related misunderstandings and both the Chambers and their member companies 
need to deal with truth and facts when hiring.

Enough housekeeping details!

Although “PWP” was developed in the early1980s and first published in ‘89, not until 2001 did related research establish that language complex-
ity had a distinct downside. Many school systems refuse to act on that research because it’s not 100-year-old John Dewey. . .and the school sys-
tems would need to rethink and adjust. Get details on the “Psychology Journal” button’s summary of the “Science Journal’s” Paulesu/University 
of Milan research.

However, in the 1980s, most employers hoped to send their key limited-English employees to local schools--and thereby solve the company’s lan-
guage problem. Wrong. If so many employers must teach remedial English to American-born workers, how can that failing school system teach 
the foreign-born adequately when using the same inadequate Dewey system as was designed for children who probably have larger vocabularies? 
Fast forward: In “Training” magazine (March/April ’09; p18) a major article re: ESL taken in-house--very  successfully. It wasn’t “PWP”--but 
“PWP simplifies and speeds the basic ESL process because the book/course creates rapid learner-independence via dictionary codes. Valid. 
Inexpensive. Tested. Quick. It works!

All language handicapped persons need to be approached on a human basis, because they are subject to emotional appeals and discouragements. 
Following the Chamber fax are several that are addressed to various special-interest groups, including the ethnics. These are softer in tone; but 
you have the facts in the Chamber version or the Science Journal to beef up your arguments, if needed.

However, if you have any questions that aren’t answered in the flier or faxes, e-mail the author or drop a note on your own organization’s let-
terhead to the address, as below; leave your phone, e-mail, or other quick contact information; and Cavalier will get back to you as quickly as 
possible.

You can contact the author by name at the flier address:
Meetings/Cavalier; 3699 Wilshire Blvd, #850; Los Angeles, CA 90010
or :  richard33cavalier@gmail.com















Learner’s  Critique 
 

INGLEWOOD PUBLIC LIBRARY 
“Practical Word Power” course 
Dates: ___________________         

 
 
Did you complete all 8 of the 8 classes of this course? Yes/No.  Comments: 
 
 
Did you learn in this course what you expected to learn?  Yes/No. Comments: 
 
 
Have your English pronunciation and vocabulary actually improved as a result of the 
“Practical Word Power” course? Yes/No. Comments: 
 
 
Do you think that this course will help you to continue to expand your English 
vocabulary in the future?  Yes/No. Comments: 
 
 
Do you have any suggestions that would have made this course more helpful to you? 
Yes/No.  Comments: 
 
 
Would you recommend this course to your family and friends who need improved 
English pronunciation and vocabulary?  Yes/No.  Comments: 
 
 
Should we continue to offer this course in the future?  Yes/No. Comments: 
 
 
Additional comments, if any.  Use reverse side to continue any answer, if needed. 
 
 
 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS .  
 
Voluntary identification: If you are willing to discuss this course with our staff, sign your 
name and leave a telephone phone number. If not, just leave it blank: 
 
Name: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Telephone: ____________________________  Cell: ____________________________ 
 


























































